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The Great Flood, and its 
mechanism! Rising underground 

waters would have released 
Carbon Dioxide/Monoxide and 

other gasses. It was possibly a 
selective extinction of  large fauna 

in c. 40-20K BC.  
The Result? The Reduction of  

Gigantism, in humans, animals, and 
real extinction of  the dinosaurs? 

A New Explanation, for the disappears of  huge animals, huge 
humans, dinosaurs. 

Abstract 

About 30,000 years ago megafauna and possibly even very large humans began to die 

out. We include a second dinosaur extinction in this. It is wrong to say that dinosaurs ever 

‘died out’. Rather, large dinosaurs died out, repeatedly. Small dinosaurs are still everywhere, 

the birds. (T-rex is a large chicken, genetically. Imagine a crazy rooster chasing you.)  
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 We propose that carbon monoxide and dioxide, and other volcanic gasses, released 

from the ground about 30,000 years ago, resulted in the selective extinctions of  large animals. 

Unlike small animals, large animals cannot diffuse oxygen from lungs to bloodstream or 

tissues, without means of  actual blood vessels, and lots of  tubes. These larger creatures would 

therefore have been selectively exterminated by gasses which poison the system by not 

allowing oxygen into the bloodstream. The larger the animal, the bigger the problem. This 

would have a natural-selection effect in a highly-volcanic, prehistoric world, making species 

smaller.  

We go further with an ‘attachment’ to this insight of  natural selection by volcanism, the 

mechanism for its action. That is, a reduction in the size of  the planet. This would have increased 

underground pressure, and caused a pole shift: different types of  catastrophes!  

And what better mechanism for the release of  the gasses, than a Great Flood of  ground 

water and other waters rising to the surface and releasing dissolved gasses, en masse? We 

propose that rising underground waters, as pointed out in ancient texts, were responsible for 

the flood, which occurred in an unknown time, causing a mythical mass extinction, via the 

release of  volcanic gasses.  

These would have had a selective effect upon the larger creatures, with smaller creatures 

more immune. The extinction included fabled ‘Ancient Giants’, ‘megafauna’ as well as 

dinosaurs (dragons?), which are in some cases, carbon-dated to about 30k BC.  

We have previously proposed a Sudden-Catastrophic Shrinking Earth, mechanism in the past. 

We we believe that this caused the uplift of  Tiwanaku, the creation of  mountain ranges (how 

is expanding Earth going to do that, without our Shrinking Earth, also contributing?). Shrinking 

Earth would also have resulted in a change in the number of  days in the year: (Ancient 

calendars have shifted from 360 to 365 days!) 

Introduction 
This is an article not intended for any peer review, (to be judged by the prejudices of  

today would be to interfere with the discoveries of  tomorrow) but simply for publication on 

my website. This is information that I wish to disseminate to the wider public regarding the 

reasons for destruction of  the ancient giants, and a little talk about their world!  
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“There were Giants upon the Earth in those Days!” (Pre-
Flood) (Genesis, 6:4) 

There is a story about Goliath, who is nine feet, nine inches tall! (Gen 6:4). His height is 

odd to say the least. We have huge giant doorways in many so-called megalithic structures.  

These are huge blocks built with high technology in an unknown time. These we have shown 

in youtube video, as recognised in works by archaeologist and artist Piranesi, and actually 

underly ancient Rome. They are found worldwide. The best Youtube channel I can 

recommend for the archaeology and architectural technique of  this worldwide megalithic 

empire, is Ancient History Criticisms.  

We certainly have a few giants living among us today, but what happened not just to 

gigantism in humans (if  it was ever the case), but also in animals, almost every animal!? It has 

been suggested that on a smaller planet, less gravity meant bigger, spindly creatures. More 

oxygen in the past meant larger animals. However this would also have resulted in 

catastrophic wildfires which may have easily spread from continent to continent, so I don’t 

like the idea of  too much oxygen. In fact the carbon dioxide levels have radically altered in 

the past ten thousand years and this is a huge clue that metabolism has altered, or has been 

altered on the planet. It is a huge clue that the last ten thousand years was a post-catastrophic 

landscape in which the equilibrium changed. Life now is very different, therefore from life 

even ten thousand years ago!  

‘They’ say that all the large animals and this presumably includes the certain very tall 

‘Cro—Magnon’ humans, (who seem to have been, basically, tall Germanics) are suspected to 

have once existed, and were hunted to extinction. But how can all the animals have simply 

shrunk? It seems like a selective environmental pressure has been at play, independent of  

humans. 

What happened to the megafauna? What happened to the dinosaurs!? This is crazy! 

They only seem to really live in Africa these days, in which place, they still live. It’s a reason I 

don’t really buy the ‘hunting’ explanation for their disappearance. More likely is that 

something adversely affected the northern hemisphere. In fact I would put the survival of  the 

megafauna in Africa as partly down to the fact people now say that Africa was relatively 

unscathed by the Toba super-catastrophe of  60,000 years ago which resulted in a genetic 

bottleneck. That too might be part of  this ‘Flood’ memory.   

Did an extreme, selective ‘hunting’ pressure simply wipe out every large animal? This 

would not explain mammoths trapped in ice: clearly a kind of  pole shift or sudden shift in ocean 
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currents! The hunting explanation would also not explain why there were giant creatures to 

being with, and why they were not being hunted, apparently! 

And now it is time to talk about dinosaurs, because they are also part of  this story. It all 

‘went down’ around 2005, when Dr. Mary Schweitzer found and reported soft tissue in 

dinosaur bones. This soft tissue has now been turning up over and over. Firstly, soft tissue is 

not going to be found in any dinosaur bones that have been mineralised. Secondly 

mineralisation is the only way a dinosaur bone is actually going to survive for millions of  

years. Otherwise we are simply relying on an anaerobic environments for preservation, like a 

swamp, or even ice, and that cannot preserve for millions of  years, as that environment would 

simply change. So what is going on?   

I suspect that palaeontologists have skewed and discarded laboratory data for decades to 

ensure their discoveries actually get published. So, can the great catastrophic extinction of  

65,000,000 years ago actually have occurred 30,000 years ago!? Well that suddenly becomes a 

possibility, since everyone has basically been lying! Or the system, due to the tendency of  

academics to act like pre-revolutionary aristocrats and endlessly sneer at their ‘lower downs,’ 

has forced people to lie in order to have a job.  

The hunting explanation would also, not explain, dinosaur remains, which actually 

carbon date to 40k-20k years ago! (https://newgeology.us/presentation48.html) So, we can 

use this to place the catastrophe, or one of  them, in about 30k B.C, just by taking an average. 

The paleochronology team in the above parenthesised article, found it hard to get labs to 

actually test their dinosaur bones for them, because they were terrified of  the results! Now I 

am thinking that 65-million-year-old minerals percolated into more recent samples due to 

some upheaval, contaminating the results. Maybe a 65 million year old asteroid, once part of  

Earth, came smashing down again, in 30k BC. This littered old rock dust on young bones.   

Let’s play devil’s advocate: ‘We all know dinosaurs are from 65 million years ago… um 

even if  they are found with feathers, as in China in 2004, and/or with flesh attached… and 

erm… even if  a Triceratops bone from Dawson County, carbon-dates to only 33,500 years 

old!’ Hmm! Funnily enough this time also corresponds to the formation of  the Carolina Bays, 

which struck down from the north, a kind of  bombardment!  

Something wiped out the dinosaurs, the megafauna, and other animals, in very recent 

times. What is going on!? It happened around the time the dinosaurs date to, otherwise their 

bones could not have been preserved, catastrophically, in the time period they are found 

within.  
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Lake Explosions 

A lake explosion is also known as a Lake Overturn. Such a thing occurred at Lake Nyos 

in Cameroon, 1986. It was a terrible disaster. For volcanic reasons, a temperature inversion 

occurred in the deep lake. The result was that eighty-million cubic meters of  carbon dioxide,  

and god knows what else leached out. This cloud rolled 25 km to the south east, wiping 

everything out, killing every animal, including 1700 people!  

Lake Monoun did the same thing, in 1984. Lake Monoun is located 62 miles away! This 

means it is not a singular lake which is responsible, rather a vast, huge outgassing from a 

considerable chunk of  the planet, which seems to be able to erupt years apart. And voila, 

suddenly we have a mechanism for the great death found in the Great Flood. And we also 

have a mechanism for the selective destruction of  larger creatures, as we shall see!  

Eruptions of  Lakes in Ancient Ireland 
We are puzzled at the Ancient-Irish chronicles. In entries relating to the earliest times , 

written by ancient chroniclers, we see that they universally make mention that this or that lake 

(‘laugh’), or river ‘broke out,’ in a particular primordial time.  

Irish chronicled legends, seem to be suggesting that lakes literally erupted from 

underground, in human memory. This created a new landscape. In the Annals of  Clonmacnoise, 

it is stated that when one early tribal migration reached Ireland, there were only three lakes 

and nine rivers in the whole land, but this number later expanded, possibly, and this is a guess, 

around the 2000s or earlier BC, as new lakes erupted from underground. (p. 15, The Annals of  

Clonmacnoise, 1896 edition).  

In other words we see an unknown phenomenon, recorded by ancient humans, of  ‘Lake 

Creation’. It sounds like the Great Flood, in miniature!  

So, were these new lakes, created by new underground rivers from the melting of  the 

glaciers, or was something else responsible? Another thing about the chronicles are the 

periodic devastations in Ireland which seem to have killed everybody. For example, “Ireland 

30 years after the death of  Barthelome [an early king] was waste and desolate.” (p. 14). It 

appears some catastrophe occurred but we do do not know what it was, and the chronicle is 

possibly trying to express this. A gas attack from one of  those lakes?  
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The Selection of  Smaller Life 

I gleaned an interesting fact while reading Lovelock’s ‘Ages of  Gaia’, (1988). Let me 

pause to say: ‘This is just incredible!’ He stated that a small mouse is immune to carbon 

monoxide poisoning! It is so small that it can get oxygen into its lungs, via its skin simply due 

to diffusion, even if  its atmosphere is saturated with carbon monoxide! This is despite the fact 

the carbon monoxide molecule binds to haemoglobin as opposed to oxygen. It’s just nuts!  

Could this be the discriminatory system which naturally selected away all giant creatures, say 

about 30k years ago? Did deadly gasses overflow the planet, selecting away the larger life 

forms?!  

A subset of  ‘Sudden, Shrinking Earth’?  
A while back, I released a theory based on the idea of  a shrinking Earth. If  the Earth 

shrinks, outflows of  gasses such as carbon monoxide, will easily flood the planet!  

In short, if  the Earth can supposedly expand, having separated the continents, as people 

say, why can it not also shrink? I proposed a mechanism in the form of  a volatile internal Sun. 

In fact this internal sun is possibly responsible for much in the way of  secret (occult) 

phenomena. I have suggested it also as partly responsible for a kind of  comet-tail-like, 

magnetic effect which occurs in the night. (UFO sightings, a type of  aurora but at times 

coalesced into a luminous ball).  

Let’s say a shrink occurs. It has to be a sudden and catastrophic shrink because latest 

measurements suggest the Earth is not changing size. What happens next is that,   

• Suddenly Tiwanaku is uplifted (who wants to live at that crazy-high elevation 

anyway?) 

• Suddenly, Pole Shift on the entire planet occurs due to the non-equal nature of  the 

implosion which causes the shrinkage. Through time this skew in the spin is magnetically 

and gravitationally stabilised, or by other unknown means.   

• Mountain ranges are suddenly and catastrophically created. New folds of  the Earth ’s 

strata occur.  

Ultimately, I think all the implosions and explosions are down to variability in the 

Earth’s internal star. 
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The World Before the Great Flood 

We can now speculate what the world before the Great Flood was like. We base some of  

this on a reading of  Lovelock’s ‘Ages of  Gaia.’ There was a stronger sea smell. Lovelock 

mentions that a lower level of  carbon dioxide, in primordial Ice-Age times implies there was 

actually more life on the planet, which was locking it up into trees and other forms. Lovelock 

is not a climate scientist, more like an engineer, and inventor! He looked at Earth as a unified 

system, whose environment is modulated and balanced by life upon its surface!  

But ultimately, the sea smell, (there would have been more algae) was stronger. These 

algae live on coastal regions and evaporate sulphurous gasses into the upper atmosphere. This 

is one of  their means of  elimination, but the sulphur also serves to create seed-particle 

intermediates for rain clouds. I think this is why it rains on islands? As soon as the moisture 

hits the sulphur, evaporating from beaches, it begins to rain!  

The rain then hits the coastal flats, rehydrating creatures about to die from salt 

overdose!  

It seems that seas were saltier, as fresh water was presumably locked up in the glaciers.  

However, whether or not there were more glaciers or not is an interesting question since 

Siberia seems to have been warmer, with the UK and Greenland region much cooler. Was 

there a pole shift? Global temperatures do however seem to have been lower.  

The Amazon rain forest, also was a type of  grassland! If  you look up the age of  the 

Amazon we see talk of  about 55 million years. Articles then say this does not include the last 

2.5 million years, in which the Amazon was actually a kind of  grassland! So, it did not really 

exist! If  it did, its form and size was much reduced. This explains all the structures found 

under the forest, which I have suggested could be Ice-Age structures!  

This long Ice Age period is known as the quaternary (a quarter of  the Miocene). The 

Miocene is the last great period, lasting ten million years basically until today. In this time 

Antarctica became a refrigerator and Earth entered a long Ice Age, that we are still within, 

except for the current ten thousand years, the Holocene! The Holocene is a warm blip, 

resulting in our current human super-civilisation. This period failed to melt Antarctica, so the 

Ice Age is still going.   

Grass evolved in this time, and became the prevailing condition. Look at how much 

carbon is locked up into a plant! A huge amount goes into a tree, but not much for the wafer-
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thin piece of  grass! Carbon Dioxide was lower in the atmosphere and trees had a hard time 

getting their carbon needs met.  

In addition, grasses are a new type of  more efficient metabolism of  carbon known as 

C4, as opposed to C3, which is trees. The trees were basically dying out from the planet in the 

Miocene! In places like Ireland and Norway, it almost looks like there have never been any 

trees! We worry about deforestation today, but was there even an Amazon at all, six thousand 

years ago?  

Now, it is not just temperature that went up 10k years ago! Carbon Dioxide started to 

also go up a lot! I have suggested before, reasserting the opinions of  folks like Charles Mann, 

that the Amazon is an out-of-control garden. I have gone a step further saying its weeds  were 

brought by trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific contact, by ancient humans, basically.  

Plot a chart and you will see that carbon dioxide levels have shot up over the last several 

thousand years, only! Coincidentally I think the Amazon was transformed from savanna into 

a kind of  forest in this time, and it’s all down to metabolism! Amazing eh!  

The Ice-Age world had much larger temperature swings than today. In order to protect 

crops, vs. frosts and heat, I think farmers would have chosen temperate moist climates alone 

for farming. Possibly this would have been at sea level, along major rivers, the Nile, the 

Amazon etc.  

I speculate that ancient human, Ice-Age civilisation had a huge presence in Sundaland, 

or sunken Indonesia, as well as in Thailand! I say this because Robert Schoch suggested 

Thailand as the original home of  the pyramid builders. This is where copper work seems to 

have originated. I think it was just a bit of  high tech, left over from a previous civilisation!  

The Fallen Astronaut is our link 
to the High-Tech of  the Past 

Builders fabricate the Buddha statues so huge in Asia, because this was the fallen 

astronaut or ancient giant, which is being represented: a giant human. Note, he is in huge 

rock walls, because he is Loki, the rock is surrounding him!  

He has fallen to Earth and is now trapped in rock, as per the Loki legend. His eyes are 

closed because he sleeps underground, but the legend is that he will awaken when his people 
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need him. This legend is applied to the likes of  Barbarossa or King Arthur, giants of  men, 

who possessed a strange genius or technology edge. I think it was originally applied to Loki.  

The Man in the Mountain will awaken. It’s the same as the pyramids, gods are inside them. 

I think the pyramids are in fact tombs for gods, tombs for the ancient astronaut, as I stated in 

my 2015: “In Search of  the Origin of  Pyramids.” No world prehistorian, or archaeologist has 

yet contacted me to offer support. It’s kind of  sad how little curiosity these people have!  

Thank you for reading!  
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